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The Design Center for American Urban Landscape (DC/AUL) is a research unit within CALA. It was established with a grant from The Dayton Hudson Foundation, support from federal, state, and local government agencies, and grants from nonprofit organizations. Under the direction of William Morrish, the Dayton Hudson Land-Grant Chair in Urban Design, and Catherine Brown, Dayton Hudson Senior Fellow, the Design Center develops interactive educational projects located in neighborhoods, communities, or affecting national urban design and planning issues. Students, professionals, and community leaders collaborate and learn about making urban landscapes through working together on these projects.

The Design Center’s mission is to educate public and private decision makers, professionals, and citizens about the value of design as a strategic partner with economic and human interests in the making of community-based development strategies and sustainable urban landscapes. Within this mission the Design Center seeks to

• expand the definition and field of urban design study through demonstration projects, theoretical research, and education.
• provide training to civic leaders and design professionals.
• provide urban design educational case study materials linking professional degree programs in the departments of architecture and landscape architecture and supporting their common concerns for topics in urban landscape.
• provide a bridge between CALA and the public policy, urban planning, and engineering community regarding issues of growth management and infrastructure development.

As a center of applied urban design research, the Design Center is uniquely situated to address environmental and social concerns through design. The center serves as a clearing house for information on innovative municipal design drawing on work from ecologists, urban planners, policy makers, and design ecologists to architects, landscape architects, civil engineers, and historians.

The Design Center places as much emphasis on public education as on informed design solutions. Fundamental to each case study is a preplanning process in which citizens learn to see what they have, outline a range of options, and plan a course of action. This group exploration is based on the premise that citizen participation in the planning process produces more satisfying results. By helping citizens from all walks of the community to become better educated about their communities and environments, the Design Center ensures a broad representation of concerns in public projects as well as more informed support for infrastructure projects integrated into environmental and urban design systems.

Past DC/AUL Educational Projects

**Expedition of the Fourth Coast**—In the summer of 1990, the Design Center organized an eight-week trip the length of the Mississippi River, from New Orleans, Louisiana to Lake Itasca, Minnesota. Twenty-one graduate students in architecture and landscape architecture joined with regional and national writers, designers, artists, ecologists, and historians in visiting more than one hundred towns, historic sites, and landscapes. The trip resulted in two publications, an exhibit, and many individual research projects undertaken by CALA students.

**Reclaiming Recreational Systems and Environmental Resources**—In 1991 the Minnesota State Legislature funded a two-year urban design project that explored how to build community identity in a metropolitan landscape. The Design Center explored how civic planning and environmental preservation can be an integral part of capital infrastructure projects. Four sites within the Twin Cities metropolitan area were studied: upgrading a highway in rural Chanhassen; building a town center on a reclaimed gravel mine in suburban Maple Grove; reconstructing a wetland in an older neighborhood bordering downtown St. Paul; and creating a prairie waterway in an agricultural community.
These diagrams are from the St. Paul River Valley Study undertaken by DC/AUL to develop a framework from which riverfront revitalization decisions may be made.

**Revitalizing Neighborhoods**—Planning to Stay is a neighborhood urban design project focused on the revitalization of Minneapolis and St. Paul neighborhoods. This two-year project identified the physical features and organizational themes that form and structure local neighborhoods. The material was organized into a handbook entitled *Planning to Stay: Learning to See the Physical Features of Your Neighborhood*. The publication is for neighborhood planning groups, decision makers, and CALA design students. The study was produced with the help of local foundations, neighborhood groups, government agencies, and CALA graduate students and faculty.

For more information about DC/AUL programs and publications, call (612) 627-1850, fax (612) 627-4124, or see [http://www.cala.umn.edu/dcaul/dcaul.html](http://www.cala.umn.edu/dcaul/dcaul.html) on the World Wide Web.
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